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Run Number 152
Starting at Town Crier, Chester Station 

Overdrive (Hare); Cleopatra (not strictly a Hare but spent a long time preparing to feed the 
Pack (with her one good knee ( the other one was not naughty but is recovering well)) so does that 

Gathering at the start with Hansel’s latest (only?) recruits the introductions 
were made and Hash names explained. Carlotta immediately challenged the 
Pack “I bet I get a Hash name quickly”. Can we rise to the challenge? (Of 
course quickly means different things to different Hashers – just compare the 
FRBs to the SRBs!) 

The usual pavement artistry from Overdrive 

1 July 2010

The Pack: Carthief; Snoozanne; ET; Mad Hatter; OTT; Alternative Entrance; 

count?); Auntie Cyclone; Hansel; 10”; Christian; Carlotta. 



A group photo 

And the Hare lit the blue touch paper 

An impressive display down to the canal 

And past The Old Harkers Arms 



Until OTT appeared to lose her arm and Auntie Cyclone and Snoozanne 
hurt their backs 

It was not long before the first                                        was spotted  

And some flagging  

Whilst others 
caught up 



At the next Check Christian took a breather (notice how long!)  ET catching 
him up 

A remarkable photo of all Hashers running (sorry for the out of focus but was 
of necessity a hurried shot) 

This was quickly followed by the  
more normal pace 



And then Overdrive’s pi�ce de r�sistance 

ET shows the way 

OTT lives up to her Hash name 

Although Hansel looks appalled at the potential damage she was inflicting on 
her more delicate parts. 

Whilst he kept his well out of harms way 



After that Carlotta showed off her running style and ability to follow an arrow. 

Several dual carriageway crossings later we were nearly outfoxed by a narrow 
hidden pathway 

Into

And an interesting exit … …



With 10” (leaping over), Auntie Cyclone (clambering over), Snoozanne and 
Christian (going around) showing variable degrees of sensibleness for 
navigating a low fence 

A short run through the houses to the 



Cleopatra had been busy 

and the beer stop  

produced the gardening admirers with Overdrive pointing out his vegetable 
patch successes. 

But as with all beer stops they have to end and we made our way outside and 
a gentle run in via a  



Back at the cars a circle attempted to form itself (in the carpark entrance (of 
course)) 

But the Hare directed the Pack sans transport to cadge a lift back to the 
aroma of Cleopatra’s cooking. 



The circle was called by the RA but Snoozanne opened the proceeding by 
th

version of gifts for the various wedding anniversaries. The other gift was a 
banana which Overdrive thought Cleopatra might have more use for than 
him.  

Confusion about the camera settings (no flash) meant that the presentation 
photos were not of a high enough quality (“Quality?!” do I hear you squeal?) 
for this august publication. 

The happy couple were then called up again as Hare and Co-Hare  

presenting the 4 wedding anniversary couple with a tea towel listing the UK 



Auntie Cyclone for his pitstop (He is wiping away the rain (I think)) 

The Virgins Carlotta and Christian (Hansel had made them come) 



Property losses 

Carthief handed in BBQ sticks and a MTH3 No. 1 T-shirt. He was promptly 
accused of stealing the BBQ sticks and a study of the T-shirt (size and names 
on it) and OTT was found out 

Returnees 
Alternative Entrance, 10”, Auntie Cyclone, Hansel, Cleopatra 

There followed an enthusiastic enjoyment of Cleopatra’s food. 


